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This is a collection of articles on vulnerable populations in Japan in the wake of the new coronavirus pandemic. Our goal is to capture the voices and situation of those who have been most directly affected by the virus and to document the conditions that made them vulnerable in the first place.

Thanks to all the authors who worked so quickly to get this research together in a timely fashion. In editing this volume, we received extensive guidance from Mark Selden and Jeff Kingston, invaluable editorial assistance from Laney Bahan, and production processing assistance from Subodhana Wijeyeratne and Yayoi Koizumi who shepherded the manuscripts from submission to publication with patience and precision.
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Please also read our previous special Pandemic Asia on the impacts of COVID-19 in the larger Asia-Pacific region, edited by Jeff Kingston, delivered in Part 1 and 2.

David H. Slater is professor of cultural anthropology at Sophia University. He has worked on youth and labor, capitalism and urban space. Since 2011, he has been working on oral narrative, first of disaster and survival in Voices from Tohoku, then of mothers displaced from Fukushima, of youth activists and of homeless men in Tokyo. Currently, he is working on a related project, Voices from Japan, focusing on foreign refugees seeking asylum in Tokyo through the collection of oral narratives and support efforts through the Sophia Refugee Support Group.